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To the naked eye (the astronomical term for look without optical aid) all the stars look 

very similar. 

Some stars look brighter than others and some of the brighter stars may show a hint 

of colour but it is very subtle. 

One thing we will notice, is some stars appear to form a loose pattern or group. 

We as humans do have an ability to make patterns, groups or shapes out as we look 

around us. 

Some examples are seeing rocks that look like an animal or a human head or face. 

We also se the shapes of animals in the clouds on a bright day so it is not surprising 

that we see patterns in the night sky. 

The picture above shows the night sky with the ‘naked eye’ stars in their relative 

positions.   
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The chart above shows the sky as if we were looking straight up into the whole sky 

so it appears like a spherical dome with the stars painted on it. 

Where the sky meets the land around us is called the Horizon. 

The Horizon stretches all around us in all directions. 

The Northern Horizon is at the top of the chart, South is at the bottom, East on the 

left and West to the right these are called the Cardinal Points of the Compass.   

The half way points between the Cardinal Points are marked with the two letters of 

the Cardinal Points to each side: NW, SW, SE and NE. 
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The misty band that stretches diagonally across the sky is the Galaxy that our star 

the Sun resides in and we call the Milky Way. 

Our Sun is just one of the 200 billion stars that comprise the Milky Way which is 

classified as a Giant Spiral Galaxy. 

Galaxies can be thought of as islands of stars in the vast emptiness of space. 

Galaxies can vary in size from a few millions of stars (Dwarf Galaxies) up to those 

like our Galaxy that has more than 200 billion stars. 

The largest of all Galaxies are called Giant Elliptical Galaxies that can have over a 

trillion stars. (A trillion is a million times a million or 1,000,000,000,000). 
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The view we see here is as if we are looking straight up to the point directly overhead 

that we call ‘the Zenith’. 

So it doesn’t matter where we are in the world the point directly above our head is the 

‘Zenith’. 
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The only signposts or markers in the night sky are the stars. 

The stars all look the same but some are brighter than others. 

The bright stars are easier to find so we give them names so we can identify them. 

Most names are very old and originate from ancient Greek, Roman or Arabic.  
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We humans are very good at identifying patterns or groups of things. 

Our eyes tell us that some stars appear to be in groups or look like patterns. 

If we join up the stars that appear to form a group with ‘dot to dot’ lines we can 

recognise the 88 internationally accepted patterns that we call ‘CONSTELLATIONS’.  
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We give the internationally recognised constellations names. 

The names of the constellations are mainly very old. 

Constellations help us identify areas of the night sky. 

They are rather like the counties on maps of England. 

Ursa Major, shown at the top (North) of the chart above is one of the best known.  

It is also called the ‘Plough’ or the ‘Big Dipper’ by the Americans. 

However the main shape (asterism) does look remarkably like a Saucepan..  
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In the past star charts were very artistically drawn.  They were lovely to look at but 

scientifically they were not much use.  Some artists even moved the position of the 

stars to fit their elaborate pictures better.  The chart above has illustrations 

superimposed on the modern stick-man constellation figures.  It can be seen that 

very few illustrations look anything like the star pattern it  is supposed to represent.  

Having said that it can also be seen that the stick figures are not much better. 

However the stars on modern charts are in the proper position relative to all the other 

stars.  The stick figures just join the brighter stars to make the recognised grouping 

easier to remember.  However they do not necessarily resemble the mythological 

character that they represent.  Stick figures are not so ‘pretty’ but they are more 

scientific. 
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The ‘stick patterns’ link stars into recognisable Constellations. 

The names of the Constellations are used to identify areas of the night sky. 
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The Constellations do have set borders but we can’t see them in the sky. 

So we don’t generally use these borders.   

But if we want to give an object a location in the sky we do use the borders.  

So we need to look a star charts to determine which constellation the object is in. 
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There is an imaginary line that the Sun, Moon and Planets appear to move along as 

they cross the sky due to the rotation of our planet Earth. 

We call this imaginary line the ‘Ecliptic’ and it is also known as the Zodiac. 

It is the line that represents the plane where the planets move around the Sun along 

their orbits. 

Our planet Earth rotates on an axis (North and South poles) that is tilted over at 23.4º 

compared to the Sun’s axis and the orbital plane of the planets. 

So our view of the sky from Earth is tilted and this causes the Ecliptic to appear to 

move up and down as we orbit the Sun giving us our Seasons. 

This is why the Sun appears higher in the sky during the summer and lower during 

the winter. 

We can see the outer planets Saturn, Jupiter, Neptune and Uranus and where they 

appear in the night sky on the chart above. 

At the moment we can also see Venus but it is very low in the south west in early 

evening soon after sunset. 
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This chart above shows where the inner planets are located compared to Earth 

tonight.  As shown on the chart the side of Earth facing the Sun is in daylight. 

So we can only see planets that are in the night sky but some are closer to the Sun in 

the morning or evening sky. 

This means they only appear when the Sun is below the horizon and the sky is 

beginning to darken. 

As Earth rotates anti-clockwise, as we are looking down on the chart, sunset will be 

on the left side of Earth and Sunrise will be on the right. 

At sunset when the Sun has gone below the western horizon we cannot see any 

Inner Planets in the evening sky. 

In the morning before the Sun rises over the eastern horizon we can see Venus, 

Mars and Mercury in the east. 
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The chart above shows where the outer planets are located compared to Earth. 

The orbits of the outer planets have been brought in closer to fit on the chart. 

As shown on the chart the side of Earth facing the Sun is in daylight. 

So we can only see planets that are in the night sky or close to the Sun in the 

morning or evening sky. 

This means we can see any planets that are in the sky on the dark side of Earth.  

Saturn is behind the Sun. 

So as Earth rotates clockwise, as we are looking down on the chart, sunset will be on 

the left side of Earth and Sunrise will be on the right.  

After sunset when the Sun is moving over the western horizon we can see Jupiter 

close to the horizon. 

We can then see the faint Neptune setting after Jupiter and finally Uranus setting at 

about midnight. 
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Mercury is the smallest of the eight main planets in our Solar System. 

It is 4,879 kilometres in diameter which is just 0.38 of the diameter of Earth (12,756 

kilometres) and not much bigger than our Moon (3476 kilometres). 

This smallest planet does not have any moons. 

Mercury is also the planet with the closest orbit to the Sun and is just 57.9 million 

kilometres from the Sun. 

Being the closest planet to the Sun it also has the shortest orbit that is 0.24 Earth 

years or about 87.6 Earth days. 

Its rotation (day) is surprisingly long at 58.6 Earth days.  This means its day is not 

much shorter than its year. 

It rotates three times for every two of its orbits around the Sun. 
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Venus is 12,104 kilometres in diameter so is slightly smaller than Earth that is 12,756 

kilometres in diameter. 

It orbits 108.2 million kilometres from the Sun compared to Earth’s orbit 149.6 million 

kilometres from the Sun.   

It is thought that the two planets have similar composition with one exception being 

the amount of water they have. 

The amount of water may have been similar in the past but Venus appears to have 

lost the majority of its water. 

Venus is closer to the Sun and appears to have suffered a ‘runaway greenhouse 

effect’.  The additional heat from the Sun may have caused the surface temperature 

to rise and the Carbon that is trapped in the rocks on Earth was released into the 

atmosphere on Venus to form Carbon Dioxide (CO2).  The Carbon Dioxide allows the 

heat from the Sun to reach the surface but prevents it from being radiated back into 

space.  The temperature then steadily increased in a runaway manner until it reached 

the 467°C surface temperature we see on Venus today. 

We can see the phases of Venus (like our Moon). 
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Earth is the third planet from the Sun and almost the twin of Venus. 

It is 12,756 kilometres in diameter and has an orbital period (1 year) of 365.25 Earth 

days. 

Earth has its orbit right in the centre of the Habitable Zone where Water can be Solid 

(ice), liquid (water) and gas (steam / vapour) 

The axis of Earth is tilted at 23.4º and this is why we have seasons. 

Our single natural Moon is the largest of all the Moons compared to the size of the 

planet it orbits.  

All the outer planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune have many Moons. 
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Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun and the second smallest planet in the Solar 

System after Mercury. 

It is about half of Earth’s diameter at 6,794 kilometres and has an orbital period 

(year) of 686.7 Earth days.  A day on Mars is equivalent to 23.9 hours.   

Mars is called the ‘Red Planet’ because of the reddish iron oxide prevalent on its 

surface.  This gives it a reddish appearance that is distinctive among the 

astronomical bodies visible to the naked eye. 

Mars is a terrestrial (rocky) planet with a thin atmosphere, having surface features 

reminiscent both of the impact craters of the Moon and the valleys, deserts and polar 

ice caps of Earth. 

The rotational period and seasonal cycles of Mars are similar to those of Earth, as 

has as similar tilt Earth that produces the seasons.  

Mars has two moons: Phobos and Deimos both are small and irregularly shaped.  

These may be captured asteroids that have ventured too close to Mars. 
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For those who are lucky enough to have a larger telescope a closer study of the 

features in Jupiter’s cloud system can be achieved. 

The darker bands on the clouds are known as ‘Belts’ and the lighter ones known as 

‘Zones’.   

The most famous feature in the cloud system is the ‘Great Red Spot’ (GRS).  This 

huge storm has been raging for at least 350 years. 

Jupiter has about 80 moons comprised of 4 large ones (about the size of our Moon) 

and many more smaller moons.   

The four largest and brightest moons are called Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto 

and can also be seen as they orbit the planet. 

It is interesting to monitor their positions and how the move around Jupiter. 

They can also be seen to pass behind Jupiter or pass in front where they cast their 

shadows on to the surface of Jupiter. 
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Saturn is the second largest planet in our Solar System and is a Gas Giant like 

Jupiter.   

The planet itself is 120,000 km in diameter at the equator but is flattened to 108,000 

km at the poles due to its rapid rotation.  

The rings are 275,000 km (170,000 miles) across but are mostly less than 30 metres 

thick.   

The rings are made up of millions of small pieces of mainly water ice and varying in 

size from a few millimetres to a few metres across. 

Saturn is approximately ten times further out from the Sun than Earth therefore we 

always see Saturn fully illuminated and never see phases. 

However we do see the rings from a different aspect over the course of Saturn’s 

29.46 (Earth) years orbit around the Sun. 

Saturn has one large moon called Titan and about 60 smaller moons.  About 5 can 

be seen using a telescope. 
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The outer most planets are Uranus and Neptune that are known as the Ice Giants. 

Jupiter and Saturn are over ten times the diameter of Earth but Uranus and Neptune 

are about four times the diameter of Earth so are still regarded as giants. 

Both of the Ice Giants appear blue using a telescope but look more like ‘fuzzy stars’ 

than the other planets. 

Uranus is 51,118 km in diameter this is about 4 times the diameter of Earth. It orbit is 

2,875million km from the Sun and takes 84 Earth years to complete one orbit.  

Uranus has a very odd tilt on its axis, it is actually tilted over almost 90° on to it side 

compared to all the other planets. 

This gives a very strange combination of days and seasons on the planet. Each pole 

(north and south) face directly towards the Sun once a year, (every 84 Earth years).  

Uranus has 4 moons over 1000 km in diameter 2 over 100 km and 9 with about 50 

km diameter. 
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Like Uranus, Neptune is composed mainly of Hydrogen with rock and metal core and 

an atmosphere approximately 10,000 km deep. 

Neptune is the densest of all the giant planets with a density of 1,640 kg/m².  

Surprisingly the atmosphere of Neptune is much more turbulent than that of Uranus 

despite receiving less than a quarter of the heat and light from the Sun.  

It is thought that there is a heat source in the core that drives the weather systems. 

Despite the extremely cold atmosphere at -214°C, Neptune has some of the most 

violent storms in the solar system, with winds in the storms reaching speeds of over 

300km per hour. 

Neptune has one fairly large moon called Triton which has a diameter of 2720 km 

and 7 other moons up to 400 km in diameter. 
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There are three planets currently in the evening sky: Jupiter, Neptune and Uranus. 

We can see Neptune, Uranus and Jupiter as they appear to move along the Ecliptic 

from east to west as Earth rotates from west to east. 

This is rather like looking out of a train window as the train begins to move out of the 

station. 

If you are not aware that the train is about to move then it may appear to be the 

station that is moving. 

As we (on Earth) are moving from west to east (right to left) the sky appears to move 

in the opposite direction from east to west (left to right). 

The planets will begin to disappear over the western horizon, Jupiter first soon after 

sunset followed by Neptune and Uranus later in the evening. 
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Mars, Venus and Mercury and Saturn rise before the Sun in the early morning. 

They are quite difficult to see in the brightening dawn sky in the east. 

Saturn is in conjunction with the Sun on 4th February and cannot be seen. 

Jupiter will be in conjunction with the Sun on 5th March. 

These planets will appear in the daytime sky until later in the year. 

They will then gradually creep into the evening sky. 
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When we have access to a telescope we can see the Deep Sky objects. 

These are the interesting objects that reside outside of our Solar System. 

Most of these objects are faint so they do need a telescope to see them. 

The first to look for are the Messier objects and are preceded by the letter ‘M’. 

Messier 45 (M45) is a beautiful Open Cluster of stars called the Seven Sisters. 

M45 can be seen with our ‘Naked Eyes’ without using binoculars or a telescope. 
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When we use the telescope we will be looking in this part of the sky. 

We will be looking at the Taurus the Bull. 

Orion (the Hunter) and his Hunting Dogs. 
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Taurus is shaped like a flattened cross with the bright star Aldebaran at the centre. 

There are two ‘Naked Eye’ star clusters in the constellation of Taurus (the Bull). 

At the centre there is a cluster of stars around the bright orange star Aldebaran called 

the Hyades. 

The top right arm of the flattened cross points to a ‘fuzzy patch of light’. 

If we look very carefully we can see it is a group of stars. 

This is the open Cluster Messier 45 (M45). 
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There is a bright red star Aldebaran located at the centre of Taurus.  It is easy to find 

and therefore helps to identify the constellation of Taurus.  

It is in fact a Red Giant Star and that is why it appears distinctly orange. 

A Red Giant is a star similar to our Sun (perhaps a little larger) that is approaching 

the end of life as a normal star.   

Surrounding the bright red star Aldebaran is an Open Cluster of Stars known as the 

Hyades. 

The real jewel of Taurus is without doubt the beautiful Open Cluster, Messier 45 

(M45) also called the Pleiades or the Seven Sisters.  

An Open cluster is created as stars form in a giant cloud of gas and dust called a 

‘Nebula’. 
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The Open Cluster Messier 45 (M45) also called the Pleiades or the Seven Sisters 

It is visible to the ‘naked eye’ (just using our eyes) initially looking like a patch of light. 

Closer observation will reveal a cluster of up to seven stars. 

Using a good pair of binoculars many more stars will be seen (about thirty bright 

stars). 

There are in fact about 300 young stars in the cluster that is estimated to be about 

100 million years old. 

M45 is one of the closest open clusters to us and is just 400 light years away. 

M45 is close to us and therefore the stars do appear to move but so slow to us that it 

is imperceptible.  However over a long period of time (for us) they will appear to be 

moving so after about 50,000 years they look completely different.   
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In Greek mythology the Pleiades (Seven Sisters) are the seven daughters of the 

Titan god called Atlas and his wife the sea-nymph Pleione. 

There are in fact about 300 young stars in the cluster that is estimated to be about 

100 million years old. 

M45 is one of the closest open clusters to us and is just 400 light years away. 

The seven brightest stars seen using our ‘naked eyes’ form the pattern shown by the 

lines above. 

Father Atlas and Mother Pleione are included in the ‘naked eye’ pattern. 

However the 6th & 7th sisters are actually Sterope ( also called Asterope) and 

Celaeno. 
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Orion is a famous Hunter in some very old stories. 

He has a shield made of a lion skin held out in front of him. 

In his other hand he is holding a club over his head. 

It looks like he is fighting Taurus the Bull who is charging at him. 
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The photo of Orion above was taken by Nicky Fleet using a DSLR camera. 

The stars are bright and easy to find and look much like the photo above. 
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The whole area around Orion is actually an arm of our Galaxy we call the Milky Way. 

New stars are being created from the gas and dust in the spiral arm. 

Most of the gas is dark but some areas are lit up by the forming stars. 

There is a patch of red light at the lower end of the belt but this is very difficult to see. 

At the bottom of the line of stars depicting Orion’s sword is another ‘fuzzy’ patch of 

light. 

This is Messier 42 (M42) the Great Orion Nebula that is easily seen using binoculars. 

It can just be seen with the naked eye on a clear dark night. 
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Using a telescope the fan shaped Nebula can be seen in detail. 

Four stars at the centre are very bright young stars that are illuminating the gas 

around them. 

The four stars are called the Trapezium and they are very bright and powerful. 

They are lighting up the gas behind and there are swirls of dark gas silhouetted in 

front of the stars. 

Eventually the stars will blow the surrounding gas away to reveal a cluster of new 

stars.     
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In mythology the story tells us Orion had two hunting dogs called Sirius and Procyon. 

In the night sky Orion also has his two faithful dogs behind him. 

If we follow the line of his belt to the lower east (left) we can find Sirius (the Big Dog). 

If we follow an imaginary line from Bellatrix and Betelgeuse we can find Procyon  (the 

Little Dog) 

Sirius is the nearest and brightest star that we can see from our country. 
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Sirius is the closest and brightest star we can see from the UK. 

It is always low in the sky and sparkles and flashes different colours. 

The star is not actually sparkling it is the air turbulence close to the horizon that 

causes it to flash. 

It is a bigger star than our Sun and much brighter. 

Sirius is actually a double star but its companion is a star that has finished is life as a 

normal star. 

It has used up all its Hydrogen fuel and collapsed to become a White Dwarf star. 

It is now about the size of Earth (~12,000 km) but very hot. 
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One of the constellations is certainly the most recognisable, this is Ursa Major (the 

Great Bear) also known as the ‘Plough’ or ‘the Big Dipper’ in the USA.  It has very 

little resemblance to a bear and looks much more like a ‘Saucepan’. 

Ursa Major is low in the north at this time of the year as can be seen on the chart 

above.  The point in the sky directly overhead of the observer is called the ‘ZENITH’ 

and is shown in red on the chart.  The chart shows the sky as it will appear at 22:00 

on 15th October. 

Ursa Major is a circumpolar constellation, this means it never disappears below the 

horizon from the UK and so is always visible somewhere in the night sky throughout 

the year.  All the stars in the night sky appear to rotate around a point in the sky that 

we call the ‘North Celestial Pole’.  This point is located very close to the star Polaris 

in the constellation of Ursa Minor (the Little Bear) also called the Little Dipper in the 

USA.. 
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Our planet Earth rotates around the North Celestial Pole once a day (24 hours).  As 

Earth rotates the sky appears to rotate above us.  As the sky appears to rotate, Ursa 

Major and the other constellations will appear to move around the North Celestial 

Pole in an east to west direction.  It will appear to move anticlockwise around Polaris 

as shown on the chart above (handle behind).  The movement is slow and not 

perceivable in real time. 

The axis of rotation of our Earth is tilted over at 23.4º to the axis of rotation of our 

Solar System.  So we see our axis of rotation 38.6º to the north of our Zenith (the 

point directly overhead).  We do not normally notice that we have a slightly odd view 

of the sky due to this tilt of Earth.  Astronomers are acutely aware of this strange 

perspective we have of the sky as we need to take account of it when we are 

observing the moving sky. 
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Polaris can always be found by first finding Ursa Major.  Then by following the two 

stars opposite the handle of the ‘saucepan shape’, up out of the pan and looking 

about five times the distance between the pointer stars.  See the arrow on chart 

above. 
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The chart above shows the position of Ursa Major in the north during the winter 

months, north is marked with a red N on the northern horizon.  The chart above 

shows in more detail how to follow the two pointer stars to guide us to the ‘North Star’ 

Polaris.  Polaris is always north of the Zenith (the point directly overhead so this tells 

us which direction is north. 
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Ursa Major is a ‘Circumpolar’ constellation this means is never sets over the horizon. 

The sky appears to rotate around the Pole Star once every year. 

Therefore Ursa Major is always in the sky somewhere. 
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The axis of rotation of our Earth is tilted over at 23.4º to the axis of rotation of our 

Solar System. 

So we see our axis of rotation 23.4º to the north of our Zenith (the point directly 

overhead).   

We do not normally notice that we have a slightly odd view of the sky due to this tilt of 

Earth.   

Astronomers are acutely aware of this strange perspective we have of the sky as we 

need to take account of it when we are observing the moving sky. 
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